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The Year Everything Changed
Boy With a Ball’s mission of transforming young people’s lives has always kept the goal of
impacting more countries a central one. Expansion in 2014 into Kenya and Nigeria has electrified
the entire organization around strengthening our capacity to do good better.

BWAB & Fikisha leaders together for the
first time in August 2014.

I

t was difficult to know how to respond to the young
Nigerian leader’s passionate question: “Boy With a Ball
has proven that your methods work in the U.S. and in
Latin America, but do you have any proof that the same
approach will work here in my country?”

Her name is Kodi, and her lively eyes and animated style of
speech were enough to make me pause for a moment to
consider my answer carefully. “Kodi,” I finally said, “all the
evidence we have seen indicates that relationship-based
approaches, including outreach, mentoring, and small groups,
are methods that transcend any one culture. We have
watched groups in Kenya and other countries prove this out.”
Kodi was clearly not convinced with these words, so I turned
back to what had given me the hope to trust Boy With a Ball
would be effective back when we first began the
organization: Faith. “In the end though, Kodi, our greatest
confidence is in the reality that Jesus called us to this fight,
and He has yet to let us be defeated.” Kodi’s eyes
brightened. Faith won over her heart. As Boy With a Ball

expanded into Africa in 2014, we began a critical phase in our
history that will not be an easy one. In fact, we believe it will
be the greatest fight in our journey so far. We are being clearly
required to, “Be strong and courageous,” as we launch into
deeper waters that require a bigger boat.
Boy With a Ball now has the very great privilege of walking
alongside, caring for and developing compelling young
leaders like Kodi in six major population centers in five
countries across the world. Our work allows our teams to
walk into a broad spectrum of the environments young people
are growing up within, including massive slums, inner city
neighborhoods, international schools, university campuses
and gang-infested barrios. With every remarkable smile and
open heart we encounter, we are overwhelmed by two simple
truths: First, this work of developing young people cannot
help but transform the world. Developing youth is like setting
a spark to dry grass. Their passion, energy, talent and
commitment quickly grabs on to more and more young
people around them and produces swift, powerful and lasting
change.
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disadvantage, a miracle happens: Relationships
are born, and everyone involved is transformed.

    

We live in a time in which innovation is
celebrated as our greatest hope in solving
difficult problems like poverty and
underdevelopment. Yet our work has found over
and over again that young people’s greatest
need is for relationships. As technology’s
impact grows at an exponential rate across the
world, the capacity for youth to receive the
relational care of a family, a neighborhood and a
community is actually diminishing.
By inviting young people into a relationship with
our team and then going together out to build
day-to-day, week-to-week relationships within
neighborhoods, Boy With a Ball has learned to
build “relationship factories” in which grassroots
movements of volunteering, serving and caring
produce almost jaw-dropping community
development outcomes.
Boy With a Ball
Founder and Executive
Director Jamie Johnson
and his wife Kathy Johnson
with BWAB Nigeria.
September of 2014.

Second, the fields are ripe for harvest. While our
impact has been astounding already and is
poised to expand rapidly, we are not without
competitors. Drug dealers, gang leaders,
pimps, promiscuous teenage boys and absentee
parents who have always outmanned the good
guys in the race to form the next generation are
being joined by groups like ISIL (ISIS) and similar
extremist groups.
If we do not reach these young men and
women, someone else will, and the
consequences will be horrific. While the Body of
Christ has been slow and inconsistent in
reaching youth, the enemy has been focused
and diligent.
We are ready for a very long and comprehensive
fight. We are not working to expand just so we
can boast of international impact or to add
adventure to our lives. We will expand because,
by God’s grace, we have developed the ability to
help young people not only climb out of dark
and almost unreachable holes but to then grow
and develop into faith-filled, highly effective
leaders.
Boy With a Ball’s approach to developing young
people and their communities is unique. We do
not simply “treat” youth by creating programs
that give them a few hours of mentoring a
month. We go beyond inviting them to just
participate in activities in a youth center. Our
method is to invite young people themselves to
go with us into at-risk communities. As young
people learn to serve and care for other youth
and their families living in economic

These efforts are growing, and we are seeing
business, academic and government groups
joining us, setting the stage for scaling what we
do to impact more and more young people.
Our commitment to grow is not for us. It is
because of these youth. We believe that what
they have learned and what God has done in
and through them cannot end with just a few
isolated stories of triumph but only with a
worldwide movement that brings light into
darkness, justice into corruption, help into
helplessness and love into places that have
known nothing like it.
Typical of our collaborative ways, it is crystal
clear to us that we cannot accomplish anything
without faith filling the hearts of our core team
and young people, like Kodi, as well. We do
what we do by mobilizing large quantities of
young people to believe that changing people’s
lives is possible and that they have a critical part
to play in it all. To be honest, it will require not
only young women like Kodi to believe in this
work, but it will require men and women like you
reading this report to believe as well. I hope
these pages connect you more deeply to this
important work of reaching youth and building
them to be leaders who change this world.
Thank you for doing your part.

“We are ready
for a long and
comprehensive
fight.”
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$916,114.00

1,966

5

Number of young people
impacted through BWAB

44
17,878

Countries where BWAB
had teams in 2014

Global
Income

100

$842,824.00

Total number of small groups

Amount that went
to programs

Total number of volunteer hours

in 2014

Team Members

865

V lunteers

94

Scholarships

How we do what we do

5) All these pieces are combined to see
entire neighborhoods developed with
families escaping poverty, levels of
education rising and even dangerous
gangs eliminated.

COMMUNITIES

DEVELOPED

4) Team members draw youth and their
families into mentoring relationships
and small groups which meet on a
regular basis. Mentors and small
groups include trained leaders who
have themselves overcome at-risk
situations to become healthy leaders
capable of helping others to do the
same.

1) BWAB forms highly-skilled teams made up of
diverse groups of leaders, including individuals
who have emerged out of at-risk situations, and
young people being reached.

2) These teams are sent
into neighborhoods where
young people actually live
to meet and connect with
them and their families.

3) Our team-based outreaches
create space for hundreds of
volunteers, allowing high school
and university students, church
members and corporate volunteers
to become key parts of the work.
This keeps our cost at a fraction of
what it would be otherwise.

Central
America

Total Population: 44,239,000
Youth Population, 10-24: 30%
Total Population living in poverty: 42%

www.avivara.org/aboutguatemala/povertyinguatemala.html
www.paho.org/saludenlasamericas/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_view&gid=190&Itemid=
www.prb.org/DataFinder

COSTA
RICA

I

t has become the stuff of legend. In 2007, during a dental
clinic offered in the El Triangulo de la Solidaridad
squatter’s settlement, BWAB team members came face to
face with Raquel Henriquez Lanuza, the first high school
graduate they had ever met living within the slum.

According to a census done in 2005, El Triangulo had 3,000
inhabitants living within three acres of land with six hundred
families living within cramped shanties with corrugated tin walls.
The average level of education in the community was at a third
grade level at the time, and the community was haunted by
gangs which sold drugs and assaulted community members
and passersby.
In order to help Raquel fulfill her dream of graduating from
college, Boy With a Ball provided her with mentoring, and
surrounded her with other university students who were
volunteering with the organization. She even got a job in our
office so that she could access computers and training in typing
and Microsoft software.
Working with Boy With a Ball, Raquel’s faith blossomed to the
point that she joined the Boy With a Ball team and was
instrumental in beginning a young girl’s group in the El
Triangulo slum. She wanted other girls like her in her
neighborhood to see that God was big enough to lift them out of
poverty and loving enough to heal and fill their hearts.
By 2010, Raquel had achieved such success and had grown so
much as a young woman that she was able to transfer into the
University of Costa Rica, Costa Rica’s finest school. In 2012,
this once- shy young girl sat across a table at the U.S. Embassy
to address the then U.S. Under Secretary of State, Maria Otero,

Raquel in front of the BWAB community
center in the El Triángulo slum.

and tell her how the world could better help young people like
Raquel to make it out of poverty and slums.
In 2009, a new census done in her neighborhood revealed that
40 percent of the community had been helped to the point of
making it out of the slum and into regular housing. The level of
education had risen all the way to a sixth grade level, and
gangs were eliminated. Boy With a Ball worked with the U.S.
and Costa Rican governments to expand our work into
additional slums.
In 2014, Raquel’s dream came true. In just seven years, she
had not only graduated from Costa Rica’s finest university but
had also become a critical leader in the development of a
scholarship program with the Western Union Foundation that is
currently helping thirty additional El Triangulo young people
attend the university. The courageous example of Raquel’s
fight to go to school has impacted the lives of young people
across her entire community.

“Raquel’s faith
blossomed...”

A glimpse into the weekly Saturday
tutoring center in El Triángulo.

As Raquel graduated, Costa Rica’s leading business journal, “The Republic,” published a lengthy article chronicling her story and
attracting nationwide attention to our work. Raquel’s life and leadership have transformed a dark, vice-filled slum into an
inspirational garden of development.

Jose Arias

Max Cabrera

Monica Garita

Kim Hackbarth

Country Director

Program Director

Program Assistant

Micro-business Manager

Quick
Facts
ENYLB
Costa Rica
Established in January 2004
Director: José Francisco Arias Perez
Paid Staff: 3 FT, 1 PT
Locations: San José
Key Programs: Community Development in Slums Program, Scholarships
Total Youth Currently Being Impacted: 1061

Key Programs:
Community De-

Nicaragua
Esmeralda Morales, Program Director, helps
in the tutoring center in Barrio Morales.

I

f you are a young woman, like Esmeralda Morales
López, growing up on the island of Ometepe in
southern Nicaragua, finding a way to graduate from
high school and attend college requires an epic
struggle with little chance of success. As a result,
having the time or resources to turn and help others is
a seeming impossibility.

In Nicaragua, a country badly damaged by a devastating
earthquake in the 1970s followed by two decades of
revolution, Boy With a Ball provides scholarships to high
achieving students in exchange for them being trained to turn
and help other young people in at-risk communities. The
majority of BWAB team members in Nicaragua come from
rural settings like the island of Ometepe, where Esmeralda
grew up. With many families earning less than $50 a month
as subsistence farmers, most young people have little
chance of paying for the school supplies necessary to
graduate from high school, let alone the tuition, housing and
food costs involved in going to college.
Boy With a Ball not only provides scholarships to pay for
what these students' families cannot, but the team also
comes around each student and provides the support and
care necessary not only to survive but also to thrive socially,
emotionally and spiritually. The team includes these
scholarship recipients, as well as a steady flow of friends
and classmates who yearn to grow spiritually, enjoy the deep
friendships offered by being a part of the group and are
passionate about impacting the future of their country.
Esmeralda joined the Boy With a Ball team in 2010 to receive
a $50 a month scholarship because her family had no way to

pay for her to attend the National Autonomous University of
Managua. Yet beyond simply needing help to finish her
schooling, she was drawn to the possibility that Boy With a
Ball offered of being developed as a leader who could turn to
help other Nicaraguans.
Over the past five years, Esmeralda has been a key leader in
helping her team launch a weekly tutoring center in a poor
neighborhood located close to the university called “Barrio
Morales.”
This tutoring center brings high-achieving university students
from one of Nicaragua’s central universities alongside
economically disadvantaged students to help them with their
school work each week.

“An epic struggle
with little chance
of success...”

BWAB Nicaraguan team members take time for a
picture during a Saturday neighborhood walkthrough.

Furthermore, she has become the organization’s key leader in Managua as they have now established teams helping young people
back in Ometepe, in Managua and most recently in the city of Leon.
We are so pleased to announce that in December of 2014, Esmeralda graduated with her degree in Accounting and is now working
full time with us as the director of our work in Managua to help other Nicaraguan youth.

Quick
Facts
ENYLB
Nicaragua

Erlin Alverez

Country Director

Esmeralda Morales
Program Director

Established in February 2010
Director: Erlin José Alvarez Jimenez
Paid Staff: 1 FT, 1 PT
Locations: Island of Ometepe, Managua, Leon
Key Programs: Community Development in Slums Program, Scholarships
Total Youth Currently Being Impacted: 88

Africa

Total Population: 926 Million
Youth Population, 10-24: 30%
Total Population living under Poverty Line: 48%
*Statistics are for Sub-Saharan Africa

http://hivinsite.ucsf.edu/global?page=cr09-00-00&post=20&cid=AOX
http://www.prb.org/DataFinder
http://www.unicef-irc.org/article/1124/
www.prb.org/pdf12/status-report-youth-subsaharan-Africa.pdf
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/2014%20MDG%20report/MDG%202014%20English%20web.pdf

Nigeria
Jamie and Ifeany, after the second
Nigeria team meeting.

B

oy With a Ball’s newest organization launched in
Enugu, Nigeria in October of 2013. During a trip
in 2014 to see the work and meet the team, Boy
With a Ball team members met BWAB Nigeria
team member Ifeanyichukwu Aneke whose first
name means “nothing is beyond God's power.”

Nigeria is made up of 372 tribes living within a society that is
divided, corrupt and difficult, especially for young people.
Ifeany explained to us how members of the Igbo tribe that
makes up most of his community only do what serves their
own self-interest. The young man knows first-hand how much
faith Nigerian youth must have to even believe that they could
get a job let alone be able to one day reach their dreams.
Ifeany listened to story after story of Boy With a Ball teams in
other countries going into universities to draw volunteer forces
that reach out into their communities. While Ifeany had dreamt
of finding an opportunity to change his country, his first
response to hearing our words was sadness as he wondered
if it could work. Yet slowly his heart began to believe it just
might be possible.
Ifeany had to take a step of faith. He had to take a step and
believe that “nothing is beyond God's power,” just like his
name tells us. He had to choose to believe that this crazy idea
just might work.
The next day, we traveled together to Enugu State University
with Ifeany and Boy With a Ball Nigeria Director Emeka Udeh

to meet with the school's Vice Chancellor and, very quickly,
the powerful man committed his university to a full partnership
with Emeka, Ifeany and their team. Ifeany's heart swelled with
joy as he shared passionately with the school's leaders how
young Nigerians find themselves "holding their lives in their
hands” and “how we can work together to help them discover
and then realize the full potential for their lives."
The university's response was a miracle for Ifeany. He had to
step out in faith and he encountered an unexpected response.
Ifeany smiled. He began talking about next steps for his team
in the community. Real hope doesn't stop with a single victory
but looks for the next impossibility to overcome.

“...nothing is
beyond God’s
power.”

Kathy Johnson (BWAB Global) with BWAB Nigeria
team members, Emeka, Mary and Favour after the
first official team meeting.

Today, Ifeany, Emeka and the Boy With a Ball Nigeria team continue to take the slow, small steps toward launching outreaches in
slums in Enugu while partnering with local universities like Enugu State to attract volunteers to help bring about change in their
country.
Nigeria is a country that faces massive obstacles to seeing its young people reached and developed, including corruption,
underdevelopment, underemployment and the rise of radical Islam including the Boko Haram group in the North.
Please pray with us for this small team as they step into the purposes and promise of God for Nigeria.

Quick
Facts
BWAB
Nigeria

Emeka Udeh

Country Director

Established in September 2013
Director: Emeka Udeh
Paid Staff: 1 FT
Location: Enugu
Key Programs: Community Development in Slums Program
Total Youth Currently Being Impacted: 61

Kenya

M

ore than a decade ago a group of children
and teenagers growing up within the
Kawangware slum in Nairobi, Kenya were
reached and drawn to Jesus by a small
Lutheran church working in the community.
By 2005 this group of children, now into their
teenage years and some on into their twenties working
together under the name “Fikisha,” had begun to focus on
reaching, mentoring and helping a significant population of
street kids that lived around the church
Over fifty percent of Nairobi’s population live in slums. For
example, Kawangware, one of the country’s larger slums,
includes more than 400,000 inhabitants living in abject poverty.
In 2009 an American named Sam Bretzmann from Orange
County, California, traveling with Concordia University in
Nairobi, met these leaders in Kawangware. After discovering
the impact of their work, he agreed to work together with them
and formed Fikisha USA to help raise resources to expand
Fikisha Kenya’s work to include providing scholarships for
street children.
In 2011 through a friendship with former BWAB board member
John Norton. Sam began to reach out to Boy With a Ball in
hopes of finding support and equipping to help Fikisha grow in
hopes of seeing the organization be able to help more young
people in Kenya.

Tony, BWAB Fikisha team member, mentors
one of the 39 Fikisha scholars

After years of working with Fikisha on a mentoring level and
seeing that their work was remarkably similar to our own, Boy
With a Ball staff traveled to Nairobi in 2014 to see the work
first-hand and then consequently worked with the BWAB
board of directors to come to the decision to invite Fikisha into
the BWAB network of teams.
Fikisha is a tremendous addition to the Boy With a Ball family.
Their inspirational and talented core team are passionate both
in their pursuit of Jesus and in their creative and committed
work of finding ways to help street kids leave the streets and
build positive futures. The organization’s work includes
helping street kids break their addiction to sniffing glue and
rebuilding their relationships with their families. This can be
slow, arduous work, requiring significant investment into each
young person, but it is vital.

“...more than
400,000 inhabitants
living in abject
poverty.”

Every Tuesday and Friday, the Rehabilitation Program
provides a safe place for street boys to come wash
clothes, eat and receive other necessary care.

Fikisha’s diverse programs also include job-skills training within a microbusiness as well as a community banking program for the
parents of the young people they are working with.
Boy With a Ball and Fikisha are now working together to both strengthen the Kenyan organization’s current programming as well as to
expand their capacity to draw middle income and higher income volunteers to join them in their work. If successful, these efforts will
allow the organization to expand its work to have greater impact in Kawangware as well as perhaps even to expand to work in
neighboring slums in the future.

Francis Ogot

James Muchunguzi

Country Director

Operations/Project Manager

Quick
Facts
BWAB
Kenya

Tony Kiriko
Case Worker

Moses Aboka
Communications
Manager

Mercy Mwangi
Programs Manager

Barrack Odhiambo
Case Worker

Established in 2009, joined BWAB in November 2014
Director: Francis Ogot Tedora
Paid Staff: 1 FT, 6 PT
Location: Kawangware slum, Nairobi
Key Programs: Rehabilitation of Street Kids Program, Scholarship Program
Total Youth Currently Being Impacted: 207

Max Omamo
Case Worker

United
States

Total Population: 318.9 million
Youth Population, aged 10-24: 20%
Total Population living under Poverty Line: 14.5%

http://www.prb.org/DataFinder
http://www.census.gov/library/publications/2014/demo/p60-249.html

San
Antonio

T

he birthplace of Boy With a Ball, San Antonio is
very much a Mexican-American city. With a
population that is more than 60 percent Latino,
the city includes many families with Mexican
origins who have lived in San Antonio for
generations. These families never crossed the
border into the United States. The border crossed them after
the area around San Antonio passed from Mexican to
American hands more than a hundred years ago.
Inner city minority youth in San Antonio, Texas have only a
fifty-fifty chance of graduating from high school. School
dropouts in San Antonio result in tremendous economic loss
to the city, due to reduced earnings, increased spending and,
as a result, reduced economic growth. Beyond that, students
who drop out of high school have a dramatically increased
likelihood of landing in poverty as adults as well as becoming
involved in high risk behaviors. Boy With a Ball’s work is
centered in the neighborhoods on the south side of the city.
In January of 2011, Boy With a Ball partnered with
international mentoring expert and long-time friend,
Dr. Michael Karcher, to implement a powerful mentoring
program Karcher had designed at an inner city San Antonio
high school that had been labeled “a dropout factory” by John
Hopkins University in 2007. In the program, BWAB began by
recruiting 40 ninth graders and spent an entire semester
training them to become mentors for a group of 30 middle
school students the following Fall.

Jasmine Cortez, a mentor from Harlandale High School,
also volunteers in the Community Development
Outreaches on the southside of San Antonio.

The program, named Velocity by the students, didn’t just
work. It created a revolution. Over the next four years, 68
Harlandale High School students would go on to serve as
mentors in the program and 100 percent of them went on to
graduate in a school which has posted graduation rates of just
43% in recent years. Even more dramatically, over 80% of
these Velocity mentors went on to college, a great percentage
of them being the first in their family to do so. Nevertheless,
the Velocity program’s most powerful impact is how these 68
students grew into strong leaders who began to turn and
impact their community, even beyond the program.
Seven of these young leaders even traveled 16 hours in a 15
passenger van to Atlanta, Georgia to help Boy With a Ball
launch the Velocity program in two inner city Atlanta high
schools.

“100% of them
went on to
graduate...”

A group shot from Summer Fusion, a 6 week, leadership
development summer camp, July 2014.

Velocity’s story in San Antonio is just beginning as our strong partnership with the Harlandale School District will allow the program
to scale to additional high schools over the following year. As funding sources and community partners are further developed, Boy
With a Ball San Antonio's team hopes to see Velocity expand across the entire city, along with their community development
programs, which work to develop youth in economically disadvantaged apartment communities.

Quick
Facts
BWAB
San Antonio

Sergia Gonzalez

Pamela Torres

Acting Director

Program Director

Established in January 2010
Acting Director: Sergio Gonzalez
Paid Staff: 2 FT
Location: Southside San Antonio
Key Programs: Velocity Cross Age Mentoring Program, Community Development in Slums Program
Total Youth Currently Being Impacted: 375

Atlanta

I

Mentors, Siera, Shanteria, Sky and Tre (r to l), from Maynard
H. Jackson High School enjoy the Gwinnett Braves
“Christmas in July” game.

n the inner city Atlanta neighborhoods where Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. grew up, life is anything but a dream.
Skyrocketing high school dropout rates, gangs and
illicit drug use and a public school system embroiled in a
nationally-discussed cheating and corruption trial are
products of broken families, poverty and a toxic youth
development garden.

When Boy With a Ball launched the Velocity Cross Age Mentoring Program at Maynard H. Jackson High School in the
Spring of 2014, concerns arose when only one young woman,
Sky, showed up for the first day of mentor training. The
program’s design called for high school students to go
through a semester of training in order to become mentors for
middle school mentees.
While only having Sky attend the training the first day was a
less than promising start on a recruiting level, it provided our
staff with the time and setting for a very intimate conversation
with the 16-year-old young woman that provided all the
encouragement we needed to understand the need Velocity
would impact.
As Sky told us her story of being raised by a single mom who
had overcome drug addiction, of not having very much of a
relationship with her dad and of facing suicidal tendencies a
few years back, she also made it clear that BWAB’s work was
dramatically necessary in her school and also vital to her own
life.
Over the following weeks, as more and more students joined
the training, Sky absorbed the care and investment into her life
and grew into one of the program’s

central leaders. In March of 2014, seven of Boy With a Ball
San Antonio’s founding Velocity mentors made the 16-hour
drive to Atlanta to help us recruit students for the program at
MHJHS. Sky and the growing group of future mentors were
captivated by the chance to be a part of founding Velocity
here in Georgia.
Through Velocity’s Super Saturday events, summer events and
family engagement visits, BWAB staff has also built a very
strong relationship with Sky’s mother and siblings. In getting
to know them and participate in their lives, it was easy to see
the exponential impact that one healthy, growing family can
have on the people around them.
Now, more than a year later, the Velocity program is held every
Tuesday as Sky and her classmates are transported over to
Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School to be mentors to a group
of 20 younger students.

"...exponential
impact that one
healthy, growing
family can
have..."

Students from both Maynard Jackson High School and King
Middle School get ready to compete in an all-time favorite,
“Human Accordion,” during the first Super Saturday of the year.

Sky is now a mentor for a personality-filled young 6th grader named Ajah, who runs in every Tuesday right to Sky with a huge smile on
her face to greet her with a big hug. Sky’s mom has been a key part of the program, and Sky herself is a critical piece to Velocity’s
success. The journey has just begun for Sky and the other Velocity mentors as they grow to reach their dreams and impact their city.

Quick
Facts
BWAB
Atlanta

Christine Torres
Program Director

Established in July 2013
Director: Currently being overseen by BWAB Global staff
Paid Staff: 1 PT
Location: Pittsburgh neighborhood, South Atlanta
Key Programs: Velocity Cross Age Mentoring Program, Community Development in Slums Program
Total Youth Currently Being Impacted: 164

Financials
and

Objectives
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Financial Summary
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*2014 reflects new organizational structure

Our total income
In-kind donation
of volunteer hours
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Regular income

Regular income

23%
20%
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Administration
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Investors

Thank You
The stories, numbers and accomplishments written across these pages are expressions of God’s grace and
love for young people made possible by the faith-filled actions of community members, volunteers, donors
and staff all across the globe. This is not a story about a non-profit organization doing good, but rather, a
story of a transformative community journeying together to bring about lasting change. We are thankful for
every one of you and hope you see this Annual Report as an inspiring way to look back on an unforgettable
year together!

$25,001 and above
US State Department
Mark and Caren Woodruff

$10,001 to $25,000
Jackson Family Foundation
St. Susie Charitable Foundation
The Keith Family Foundation
Western Union Foundation
San Antonio Area Foundation
Roger and Darlene Hyatt
Ben and Heather Grizzle

$5,001 to $10,000
Covenant Life Church
Covenant Church of Mobile
Ed and Sue Liebenthal
John and Carmen Kaelin
Ferrill and Linnie Gibbs
Tocci Building Companies
Covenant Church of Arlington

$1,000 to $5,000
Vine Covenant Ministries
Chris and Donna Hyatt
Covenant Family Church
Randy and Caroline Cottingham
Ron Smith
Jon and Margaret Moseley
Saddleback Covenant Church
Lucile Walker
Dave Bank
Richard and Liza Roos
Michael McCarty II
Agape Christian Church
Chuck and Cheri Bass
John and Wende Kotouc
John and Erica Norton
Bill and Glenna Gates
New Covenant Communities
Allen Cornell
Sam and Cindy Chen
Mark Weiss
Scott and Stephanie Sweeney
Michael and Amy Sweeney
Jay and Frankie Senter
Randie and Jodi Strom
A.J. and Christie Austin
Alamo Heights Baptist Church
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Board of Directors
Mark Woodruff, Board Chair

Sue Liebenthal

MD, Southwest Family Physicians, P.C

DDS, Liebenthal Dental

Caren Woodruff

Roger Hyatt

PMP, Engagement Manager, Cisco

Retired, CapRock Communications

Ed Liebenthal

Gordon Green

DDS, Liebenthal Dental

CSO, Rideau Recognition Solutions Inc
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Global Staff

Jamie Johnson
Founder, Executive Director

Anna Currie
Vice President of Operations

Olivia Stockwell

Office Administrator
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2014 Accomplishments

• BWAB’s Drop-Out Prevention program, Velocity, in which high school students mentor middle school students, was fully
implemented at Maynard H. Jackson High School and Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School in Atlanta.
• BWAB Atlanta office opened at the Dunbar Community Center and Part-time Velocity Program Director was hired.
• In Atlanta, through formal partnerships with Georgia Tech, Emory, Morehouse and Spelman, university students invested their
time as volunteers and interns.
• BWAB’s Anna Currie and Jamie Johnson conducted workshop at the National Mentor Summit and met with government and
multilateral agencies in Washington D.C..
• BWAB team members traveled to support local teams in Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Nigeria and San Antonio.
• 100% of the original group of Velocity students graduated from Harlandale High School in San Antonio, Texas.
• BWAB hired a full-time office administrator, Olivia Stockwell.
• BWAB staff conducted two workshops in Tabasco, Mexico for a national organization that develops thousands of mentoring
relationships across Mexico.
• BWAB staff delivered keynote address and two workshops for Ft. Smith, Arkansas school district’s Partnership for Education.
BWAB provided formal mentoring training workshop for Ft. Smith School District staff later in the year in Atlanta.
• BWAB team members traveled to Nairobi, Kenya to touch first-hand the work of FIKISHA Kenya, a team-based youth
development organization that works with street kids in the Kawangware slum. In November, BWAB’s board invited FIKISHA
into the Boy With a Ball network.
• BWAB team members traveled to Enugu, Nigeria to further the development of BWAB Nigeria under the direction of local leaders,
Emeka and Mary Udeh. A formal partnership with Enugu State University of Science and Technology was also established.
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2015 Objectives

• Hold Inaugural Global Boy With a Ball Conference in Atlanta, GA, May 28-30, 2015, first time for all BWAB leaders to meet.
• Launch new screening, training, assessment, toolboxes and support system for local BWAB organizations.
• Raise $1.5 million to support expanding our impact.
• Develop Everyday Difference Makers Program to serve younger families as they learn to live missional lives and to give.
• Launch Major Investors portal to greater leverage their impact within Boy With a Ball.
• Hire VP of Human Capital, CFO and Director of Training.
• Launch Boy With a Ball University to strengthen impact of local Boy With a Ball teams through monitored training.
• Fully implement BWAB Online Evaluation Database with all local teams fully entering data.
• Create data visualization dashboards for entire organization and each local team.
• Expand Velocity program in Atlanta to second school.
• Launch community development program in Atlanta's Pittsburgh neighborhood.
• Hire BWAB Atlanta Director, Velocity Full-time Program Director and Program Assistant.
• Develop core BWAB Atlanta funding from Atlanta donors.
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Vision

Boy With a Ball began as a wild vision: What if you could build supernaturally-powered teams of youth developers to
work to reach and transform a city’s youth population?
Almost fifteen years later and now working in six cities in five countries across two continents, that vision has become a
reality only to be replaced by an even wilder one: How can we establish a high-impact, healthy Boy With a Ball team in
every major population center across the globe?
2015 is a year for laying a foundation for what promises to be an exhilarating adventure that will require a passionate,
committed community ready to turn this vision into reality. In order to reach our goal we will have to not simply build
quickly but build to last. We will have to be filled with faith, girded in patience and filled with the humility it takes to learn
constantly, both in success and in failure.
Thank you for joining us on this journey to help young people across the world grow into the God-given fullness they
were created to live out.

Ways to Stay Connected

Blog
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Wordpress!

Boy With a Ball Global
PO Box 748, Buford, GA 30518
(404) 399-7654
www.boywithaball.com

Organization in special consultive status with the Economic and Social council of UN since 2015.
Boy With a Ball is a registered 501c(3) non-profit organization with the IRS.

